
Chris Harvey 

From: eric.wong [eric.wong@tw.ccsemc.com]

Sent: Monday, August 28, 2006 10:24 PM

To: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com

Cc: aven.zhou

Subject: Re:Shenzhen Shuaixian Electronic Equipment Co., Ltd. , FCC ID: UHB905, Assessment NO.: 
AN06T6069, Notice#1

Attachments: SZ060727B08-RP_0828.pdf
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Hello Chris,  
 
Attached please find the revised report, and our client quote that they use the Bluetooth 
Ver.2.0 chipset BC352, with EDR.  
 
Hope this help.. please let us know the review status of the job..  
 
Thanks alot!!  
 
 
Thank you!! 
Should you have any question, please don't hesitate to ask us..  

Eric Wong 
Report & Certification Section 
Compliance Certification Services (Shenzhen) Inc. (aka Compliance Engineering Services, Inc.)  
TEL.: 86-755-28055000 Ext.102 
FAX: 86-755-28055221 
EMAIL: eric.wong@tw.ccsemc.com / eric.wong@cn.ccsemc.com 
----Our mission: Helping customers speed to market in Conformance, Compliance & Certification!!---
- 
 

   
 
 

 
 
 

<charvey-

tcb@ccsemc.com> 

2006/08/26 09:19 PM  

         
        收件人：        <eric.wong@tw.ccsemc.com>, <aven.zhou@cn.ccsemc.com>  
        副本抄送：        <charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com>  
        主旨：        Shenzhen Shuaixian Electronic Equipment Co., Ltd. , FCC ID: UHB905,  Assessment NO.: 
AN06T6069, Notice#1



Dear Eric Wong, 
 
I have performed the review of the above referenced application and find that the 
following items need to be addressed before the review can be completed: 
 
1. The test report does not identify the version of ANSI C63.4 used for 
measurements.  The FCC currently requires the use of ANSI C63.4:2003 for 
measurements.  Please update the test report to include the version of ANSI C63.4 
used.   
 
2. There are several FCC requirements that are not yet declared as being compliant 
in the application referenced above.  These requirements are automatically deemed 
compliant if the device meets the Bluetooth Specification.  The device is called a 
Bluetooth headset; however there is no statement that the headset complies with the 
Bluetooth CORE specification.  Please either provide a declaration with the 
Bluetooth Specification (please include version) or provide individual declarations 
of compliance with the following items needed for FCC 15.247 compliance: 
- Is the hopping sequence pseudorandom, based on the technical description? 
- Is each channel used equally on average, based on the technical description? 
- Does the associated system receiver have a compliant input bandwidth, based on 
the measured 20 dB emission bandwidth? 
- Does the associated system receiver have the ability to hop in synchronization 
with the transmitter, based on the technical description?  
- Does the design of the frequency hopping system allow it to comply with all 
pertinent requirements when presented with a lengthy data stream? 
- Does the frequency hopping system comply with the non-coordination requirement? 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the 
above referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 
30 days of the original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and 
forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, please note that partial responses increase 
processing time and should not be submitted. Any questions about the content of 
this correspondence should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name 
of the sender. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Chris Harvey 
charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com 
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